Rockford Lutheran Academy
@Home Learning Program
Acknowledging that some families are uncomfortable with their children
experiencing in-person learning under the current pandemic and mandated
guidelines, we are providing an at-home learning program that …
- is designed and led by top-tier teachers.
- focuses on academic excellence.
- is flexible for parents.
Call Nikki Tibbetts
for complete details.
- connects students and families to Rockford Lutheran.
815-877-9551 x160
Here is how it works:
1) Families should register for the @Home program and select one of the options that are explained below, with
the guidance from the Rockford Lutheran @Home Program Coordinator.
2) The student is assigned a Rockford Lutheran program instructor.
3) The Rockford Lutheran classroom teacher will teach a week of in-person instruction. During this week, the
teacher will gather any resources that were used as part of instruction. To provide additional information, some
lessons will be recorded and notes will be added for clarity.
4) At the end of the week, the program instructor gathers this information from the teacher and forwards that
information to the family enrolled in the @Home program.
- This means that the work that is being done @Home is one-week behind what is happening in the classroom.
- All workbooks, digital learning resources, and project supplies that are provided for students in the classroom
will also be provided for students in the @Home program. (Additional charges may apply.)
- If materials cannot be forwarded electronically to families, a weekly pick-up time will be scheduled.
- All participating students in the @Home program are considered Rockford Lutheran students and can
participate in extracurricular activities, if space is available.
Option A – @Home Assist
1) Using the instructional materials from the Rockford Lutheran classroom teacher, an instructor will support
learning. The parent will serve as a guide to support their student through the learning process.
2) The student will complete the work and required items are returned to the instructor.
3) The instructor will grade and record all assignments.
4) The instructor will track student progress and communicate regularly with the family.
Other factors of this option:
- The instructor will be available to answer questions and assist parents and students throughout the process.
- Video lessons from teachers are provided.
- MAP Growth testing and other significant benchmark assessments will be provided.
- Lessons from enrichment classes are provided.
- Students can transition to in-person learning at semester or at another mutually agreed upon time if there is
space in the class. The student will be one-week behind, so an individual plan will be designed to cover that
week.
- A report card will be provided that explains student progress.
Option B – @Home Independent
1) Using the materials from the Rockford Lutheran classroom teacher, the parent will instruct the student.
2) The parent will be responsible for the student’s learning. Answer keys will be provided, where applicable
(charges may apply).
- Students can transition to in-person learning at semester after going through the Rockford Lutheran screening
process.
Option C – @Home Independent +This is the same as independent with the exception that MAP Growth testing and
other significant benchmark assessments are provided.
Option D – Part-Time This option allows students to spend a portion of their day with us for face-to-face instruction
throughout the five day week. A hybrid school experience could be created by combining part-time enrollment with any
of our @Home programs or a homeschooling option of your choosing.
Rockford Lutheran School admits students of any race, color, nationality or ethnic origin.
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